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Abstract
Current approaches to compiling aspect-oriented programs are in-
efficient. This inefficiency has negative effects on the productiv-
ity of the development process and is especially prohibitive for
dynamic aspect deployment. In this work, we present how well-
known virtual machine techniques can be used with only slight
modifications to support fast aspect deployment while retaining
runtime performance. Our implementation accelerates dynamic as-
pect deployment by several orders of magnitude relative to main-
stream aspect-oriented environments. We also provide a detailed
comparison of alternative implementations of execution environ-
ments with support for dynamic aspect deployment.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.3.4 [Programming Lan-
guages]: Processors—run-time environments

General Terms Languages, Measurement, Performance

Keywords aspect-oriented programming, virtual machine sup-
port, aspect weaving, dynamic deployment, envelope-based weav-
ing

1. Introduction
Current approaches to compiling aspect-oriented programs are in-
efficient. This inefficiency has negative effects on the productiv-
ity of the development process and is prohibitive for dynamic as-
pect deployment. Elsewhere we have presented a new compilation
technique for aspect-oriented programs [13] which improves the
compilation performance, however, at the cost of increased runtime
overhead. In this paper, we show how well-known virtual machine
optimization techniques can be used with only slight modifications
to support fast aspect compilation while retaining runtime perfor-
mance. Furthermore, these optimizations can be combined with es-
tablished implementations of dynamic features like class loading to
provide excellent performance for dynamic aspect deployment.

With aspect-oriented programming, a new kind of modules, i.e.,
aspects, is introduced. An aspect encapsulates a concern whose
implementation would otherwise be scattered over several modules
and tangled with the code of other concerns. There are several
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flavors of aspect-oriented programming [32]. The focus of this
paper is on the pointcut-advice flavor [32], which is supported
by the majority of aspect-oriented languages. A pointcut describes
a set of points in the execution of a program; the projections of
these points onto places in the program’s code are called join point
shadows [24, 33]. Advice are associated to pointcuts and specify
functionality that is bound to join points selected by the pointcut.
A more detailed discussion is provided in section 2.1.

In addition to the workload of ordinary source code compil-
ers, current compilers for aspect-oriented languages perform addi-
tional operations, which involve transformations, called weaving,
throughout the entire program code.

1. Join point shadows are searched for, and this search is expensive
because it must involve the complete application code. Shadows
are, generally, scattered throughout the code – a natural conse-
quence of the crosscutting nature of the concern expressed in an
aspect. For example, the shadows for a pointcut that selects all
calls to a public method are spread throughout the program.

2. Advice invocation logic is woven in at several different loca-
tions. E.g., when each call to a specific method must be advised,
all call sites are affected. Hence, an advice invocation weaving
action must be repeated several times.

3. More importantly, weaving an advice call at each individual
join point shadow, generally, is complex: Inserting instructions
for advice invocation potentially entails updating other instruc-
tions and control structures like the exception handler map.

Aspects can be activated either before starting the application
or dynamically, what we call dynamic aspect deployment. When
a new aspect is deployed at runtime, its corresponding pointcut-
advice pairs are introduced into a running system. Join point shad-
ows of the pointcuts must be searched for and the respective advice
calls must be woven1. That is, the aspect weaving overhead affects
the runtime behavior of the system.

To improve performance of AOP compilers in previous work
[13] we introduced a new technique for weaving pointcut-advice,
called envelope-based weaving. With envelope-based weaving in-
directions are introduced between a method call or field access site
and the respective class members being accessed. The indirection
takes the form of a method, called envelope, one per each method
or field of any class in the application. Instead of calling a method
or accessing a field directly the respective envelope is called. The
envelope represents the original member and, in turn, carries out
the actual method call or field access.

1 Aspect deployment may involve other operations, e.g., solving conflicts
between aspects; these operations are outside the scope of this paper.
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Envelopes simplify the weaving process in three ways:

1. Join point shadows are localized exclusively inside envelopes;
hence, their search is better localized.

2. Weaving has to be executed at less shadows - only within the
envelopes and not e.g., at all call sites of a method.

3. Envelopes have a simple control flow, which makes the weaving
action itself a cheap operation.

In a case study [13], we measured the effect of these simplifi-
cations on the efficiency of the weaving process by comparing the
compilation time of a program once with a simple aspect and once
without aspects: Compiling XalanJ [52] with a simple aspect using
AspectJ’s ajc compiler 1.2.1 [10] took up to 3 times longer than
compiling the same application without the aspect using javac.
The same experiment with envelope-based weaving only produced
an overhead of 0.3 times.

Yet, without special support from the execution environment,
envelopes also introduce some runtime penalty. When using en-
velopes for all methods and fields of application classes and with-
out virtual machine support, we measured an overhead of 19.2% on
average for the SPEC JVM98 benchmark applications (see section
7.1). Furthermore, the focus in [13] was on static compilation; im-
portant issues related to dynamic aspect deployment were left out
of focus.

To avoid the runtime performance degradation, in this paper we
propose to make the virtual machine (VM) envelope-aware so that
it understands the concept of envelopes and can optimize accord-
ingly. Current major VMs employ just-in-time compilation which
is to dynamically compile bytecode at runtime into native machine
code. In this step sophisticated optimizations are applied to the
generated code. We show that existing dynamic optimization tech-
niques – available in most modern VMs to improve performance in
the presence of dynamic dispatch – can seamlessly be adopted to
(made aware of) envelopes. Making the VM envelope-aware has a
number of advantages:

1. Eliminating performance overhead of envelopes. The VM can
ensure that envelopes are inlined for hot methods to avoid the
level of indirection and, thus, provide performance identical to
a system not using envelopes.

2. Efficient dynamic aspect deployment. Only envelopes are mod-
ified by the weaving, and we can use existing efficient invalida-
tion mechanisms of the VM to replace envelopes after modifi-
cations.

3. Advising reflective operations. Since Reflection [27] is a service
of a virtual machine, it is only possible to support advising re-
flective method calls or field accesses by modifying this service
in the virtual machine2.

One might argue that adding AOP-specific optimizations to the
Java virtual machine (JVM) also has disadvantages, such as in-
creasing the complexity of the JVM, and increasing the depen-
dencies between the JVM and AOP constructs. However, aspect-
oriented programming is a new programming paradigm, just like
object-oriented programming was a new paradigm as compared to
structural programming. As such, it is natural to design and imple-
ment VMs dedicated to aspect-oriented languages just as dedicated
VMs for object-oriented languages exist.

The performance is likely to be a key factor in whether aspects
are adopted mainstream and treated more as a language feature.

2 A weaver could also instrument reflective operations to check at runtime
whether there is an advice for the operation to be executed reflectively and
to execute the advice if this is the case. However, an aspect-aware reflection
mechanism provided at VM-level is more appropriate [51].

Applying targeted optimizations in the virtual machine is an effec-
tive way to achieve optimal performance; the goal of this research
is to advocate and evaluate this approach by investigating its per-
formance potential.

The primary contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We describe how a VM can be modified to become envelope-
aware to obtain the compilation performance benefits of en-
velopes while minimizing the runtime performance drawbacks.

• We describe how existing dynamic optimization technology can
be used to achieve efficient dynamic deployment.

• We describe our design and implementation of the aforemen-
tioned techniques in Jikes Research Virtual Machine [28].

• We present experimental results describing the effectiveness
of our approach and provide a comprehensive comparison be-
tween different implementations of deployment.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The fol-
lowing section gives background information about aspect-oriented
programming, envelopes, aspect weaving and dynamic optimiza-
tions in virtual machines. Section 3 provides an overview of our
approach for making a virtual machine envelope-aware. Sections 4
and 5 present alternative optimizations for reducing the overhead
of envelopes and for efficiently invalidating compiled code at as-
pect deployment. Related aspect-oriented execution environments
are presented in section 6 and evaluated in section 7.1. Section 7.2
evaluates alternative optimization implementations. Section 8 con-
cludes the paper and discusses areas of future work.

2. Background
In this section, we will provide some background on aspect-
oriented programming, envelopes, Java bytecode, conventional and
envelope-based weaving, and dynamic optimizations in virtual ma-
chines. Readers familiar with these concepts may want to skip
the particular sub-sections. The following sub-section introduces
aspect-oriented programming and basic terminology by means of a
small example. In section 2.2 we summarize our previous work [13]
in describing the semantics and the terminology of envelopes. We
give a comparative discussion of conventional and envelope-based
aspect weaving in section 2.3. Finally, section 2.4 discusses estab-
lished optimization techniques.

2.1 AOP Background
For an introduction to the pointcut-advice flavor of aspect-oriented
programming consider an application using the Services class
(listing 1) to access data from a database. The application distin-
guishes two different trust contexts from which database accesses
may happen. Internal requests to data are trusted and originate from
the method Facade.internal(). In contrast, external requests
come through Facade.external() and are not trusted. To avoid
security leaks, external requests should be validated before they
may execute.

Listing 1 shows an excerpt of the Services class with two
service methods that execute an SQL query on the database. The
query is passed as a string parameter. Using parameters that origi-
nate from possibly untrusted sites in SQL statements bears the risk
of an SQL command injection attack where unexpected parame-
ter strings are used to alter the effect of the SQL query, e.g., in
order to gain unauthorized access to data. Such attacks can be pre-
vented by checking unsafe SQL statements before sending them to
the database. The sequence diagram in figure 1 shows a possible
execution that uses the Services class from listing 1.

1 ����� Services {
2 Database db;
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3

4 ���� service1(String sql) {
5 // ...
6 db.execQuery(sql);
7 }
8

9 ���� service2(String sql) {
10 // ...
11 db.execQuery(sql);
12 }
13 }

Listing 1. Example Service class.

Figure 1. Sequence diagram for an example execution using class
Service.

In listing 2, the checks for the example (listing 1) are mod-
ularized into the aspect named QueryInjectionChecker pro-
vided in the syntax of the AspectJ language [10]. First, the as-
pect defines when to check SQL statements by specifying the
pointcut untrustedDBCalls in lines 3 to 6. Pointcuts are ex-
pressions that refer to a set of join points which are points in the
execution of a program. In the example, join points selected by
untrustedDBCalls are the method calls to the execQuery()
method marked with index a in the sequence diagram (figure 1).
Second, the aspect defines what should happen at these join points,
in terms of advice which is a piece of code associated with the
pointcut (lines 8 to 11). The advice also specifies whether the ac-
tions it defines should be executed before, after or around selected
join points.

1 ����	
 QueryInjectionChecker {
2

3 ����
	�
 untrustedDBCalls(String sql):
4 	�(ResultSet Database.execQuery(String))
5 && ����(sql)
6 && 	���(���� Facade.external(Request));
7

8 ������(String sql): untrustedDBCalls(sql) {
9 �� (isAttack(sql))

10 
���� ��� SQLInjectionException();
11 }
12

13 // ...
14 }

Listing 2. Aspect checking for SQL command injection.

The pointcut given in the example consists of several sub-
expressions. The call sub-expression (line 4) selects all call sites
to execQuery(). But pointcuts can also select join points based on

their dynamic context. In our example, this is used to select only re-
quests which are in in the control flow of the external() method,
by means of the cflow sub-expression in line 6. For illustration,
the gray boxes in the sequence from figure 1 mark the control flow
of the external() method in that sequence.

Pointcuts can also be used to reify the join point’s context. This
means that values from the context are passed as arguments to the
associated advice. The args sub-expression in line 5 (listing 2)
reifies the argument of the method call. It is bound to the name
sql by which the advice can access it to check the SQL query for
command injection.

The predominant implementation approach for the pointcut-
advice flavor of AOP builds upon the following idea: While join
points generally depend on runtime execution properties, it is pos-
sible to locate a set of code locations, called join point shadows
[24, 33], whose execution potentially yields a join point. For ex-
ample, the join points for calls to the method execQuery(), which
are selected by the pointcut in our example aspect, have join point
shadows in lines 6 and 11 in the Service class in listing 1. As can
be seen in figure 1, not all executions of joint point shadows (index
a and b) really are join points but only those which also match the
dynamic context specified in the pointcut (index a).

In current approaches, the aspect weaver is the part of the com-
piler that is responsible for inserting aspects into the program. It
finds all join point shadows in an application for a given set of
pointcuts; a call to the advice functionality, which is mapped to a
Java method, is inserted at these shadows [34]. If necessary, the
weaver also generates a check for the dynamic properties, which
possibly skips the advice invocation. In our example, the weaver
generates such checks because of the cflow sub-expression (list-
ing 2, line 6). The checks test whether execution is in the control
flow of the external() method. The approach just sketched is
pursued by AspectJ’s [30] ajc [10] and abc [5] compilers, the
CaesarJ compiler [7, 17], Steamloom [23, 14, 43], AspectWerkz
[11, 15] and JAsCo [46] with the list being non-exhaustive.

2.2 Envelopes Background
To support envelope-based weaving [13], the application has to be
transformed into the envelope-style. All call or access sites to mem-
bers in the application are replaced with an invocation of a corre-
sponding envelope3. The envelope is a method that merely calls the
original member it replaces. By introducing such an indirection, all
direct accesses to any class member are localized in a single place.

Envelopes, which are modeled as Java methods called envelope
methods, can be inserted into programs by using bytecode modifi-
cations. There are two steps in the transformation process: (a) en-
velopes are added for all members of a class, and (b) the bytecode
of the program is changed to use the envelopes instead of the mem-
bers they envelop. In our current work we support field accesses
and method calls4, though envelopes for other join point models
can be thought of.

In our model, there are three kinds of envelope methods (en-
velopes for short): Proxy envelopes for method calls (also proxy
for short), getter and setter envelopes, for field accesses (also, get-
ter, respectively setter for short). We call the latter two uniformly
accessor envelopes (or accessor). A method for which a proxy is
generated is called an implementation method of the proxy, a field
for which an accessor is generated is called an enveloped field. The

3 In section 4.2 we will show that lazy introduction of envelopes yields
better performance, conceptionally, though, this indirection exists from the
start of the application.
4 Though AspectJ distinguishes between method call and execution join
points, we support both by means of method call envelopes.
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body of an envelope method basically consists of a method call,
respectively a direct field access.

1 class C {
2 ������ C() {init();}
3

4 ����	
� ��
 field;
5

6 ������ ��� init() {
7 ��
 f = field;
8 ...
9 }

10 }

Listing 3. Original class.

Listing 3 shows a simple Java class that is transformed to
envelope-style as shown in listing 4. For each field declared in
the class C (listing 3, line 4) a getter and a setter method is created
(listing 4, lines 6-7). The names of the generated methods encode
the fully qualified field name and the kind of access. To be able to
access accessor envelopes in the same way as the fields, they have
the same visibility, and for static fields accessors are also declared
static5.

1 ��	�� C {
2 ������ C’() {
���();}
3 ����	
� C() {init’();}
4

5 ����	
� ��
 field;
6 ����	
� ��
 get_C_field() {��
��� field;}
7 ����	
� ��� set_C_field(��
 v) {field = v;}
8

9 ������ ��� init’() {init()};
10 ����	
� ��� init() {
11 ��
 f = get_C_field();
12 ...
13 }
14 }

Listing 4. Class in the envelope-style.

Proxy envelopes are an indirection inserted between the actual
call site and the actually executed callee. Since abstract methods,
including methods declared in interfaces, do not have an implemen-
tation, they can never be the actual target of a call and do not need
an envelope. For all other kinds of methods we create envelopes
which call their implementation method, as shown in lines 2 and 9
of listing 4.

A proxy envelope gets the same modifiers, formal parameters,
return type, and throws clause as its implementation method. The
name is derived from the implementation method’s name – in
listing 4 it is presented as the implementation method’s name with
an additional ’ charecter at the end.

Finally, the implementation methods must be transformed in
order to ensure that envelopes are called instead of directly calling
a method or accessing a field. Listing 3 shows the call to a method
(line 2) and the access to a field (line 7) before the introduction of
envelopes. Lines 3 and 11 in listing 4, illustrate how these calls are
transformed to insert the envelopes into the call chain.

The presented bytecode modifications can be performed with
simple operations, in one pass, and for each class individually,
e.g., by using a post-processor as in [13]. In the implementation
presented in this paper, they are performed at class loading-time.

5 Fields can also be defined as constants in interfaces, but it is not valid in
Java to add accessor methods to interfaces. However, since compile-time
constants will be inlined in the application’s bytecode and access to inlined
constants can not be detected at runtime, it does not make sense to support
advising access to constants, anyway.

2.3 Conventional vs. Envelope-based Weaving
Weaving into envelopes is far simpler than weaving into normal
methods. This is because envelopes have a control flow structure
that does not need costly updates when weaving into. As well,
there is no exception handling in envelopes. Hence, weaving into
envelopes does not require costly updates of the code structure.

In contrast, other weaving techniques directly weave advice
calls into the method at join point shadows of member accesses.
A problem with this approach is that weaving must take care not
to destroy the control flow structure of method’s bytecode. In the
following, we present an example with several bytecode excerpts in
order to show the differences between conventional and envelope-
based weaving in detail.

In listing 5, we show a class Timer with a field member
startTime. The method setStartTime() (lines 5–11) sets the
field startTime (line 3) to the value of parameter t, in case
isValid(t) is true. Method isValid() simply checks if t is
below the limit 100 (line 17). If the time value is negative, an
IllegalArgumentException is thrown (lines 15–16).

Further, listing 5 shows an aspect MyAspect (lines 21 to 24) that
advises access to the startTime field. The aspect is woven into the
class, once with the conventional and once with the envelope-based
weaving approach, and the results are compared in the following.

1 ������ ��	�� Timer {
2

3 ��
 startTime;
4

5 ��� setStartTime(��
 t) {
6 
�� {
7 ��(isValid(t)) {startTime = t;}
8 } �	
�� (IllegalArgumentException e) {
9 MyApp.showErrorDialog();

10 }
11 }
12

13 �
	
�� ���	� isValid(��
 t)
14 
���� IllegalArgumentException {
15 �� (t < 0)
16 
��� ��� IllegalArgumentException();
17 ��
��� (t < 100);
18 }
19 }
20

21 	����
 MyAspect {
22 �����() : ��
(��
 Timer.startTime)
23 { /∗ advice ∗/ }
24 }

Listing 5. The Timer class.

Figure 2 shows the bytecode and the exception table of the
method setStartTime(). A single instruction in the bytecodes
can be addressed by its bytecode index (bc-index). The exception
table specifies how to handle exceptions occurring in specific code
regions. Each row defines a division of bytecode for which excep-
tions will be caught. The start and the end bytecodes of that division
are determined by the indices in columns from and to. If an excep-
tion of the type specified in column type occurs while executing
the bytecode division, exception handling code is executed by con-
tinuing with the instruction at the index in column target. Nor-
mal execution passes the instructions at bc-index 0–12 and 19. As
can be derived form the exception table, an IllegalArgument-
Exception is handled by the instructions from bc-index 15 to 16.

2.3.1 Conventional Weaving
The box in figure 2 that borders the instruction at bc-index 9 marks
the join point shadow that is matched by the pointcut of MyAspect
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Figure 2. Original bytecode of setStartTime().

specified in line 22 in listing 5. In the case of conventional weaving,
the box marks the location at which call to advice is directly woven
in.

The results of weaving MyAspect with the conventional weav-
ing approach are shown in figure 3. All places in the bytecode ex-
cerpt that have been subject to bytecode manipulation are marked
with gray boxes. Before the matched join point shadow, a call to the
advice method is inserted, which has the size of three bytes. As a
consequence, all following bytecodes (up from former bc-index 9)
are moved downward three bytes and their bc-indices are changed.
Note that the branch instruction at bc-index 4, still points to the
goto instruction which now is at bc-index 15. Because the goto
was moved, the relative offset of the jump had to be updated (gray
box, bc-index 4). The same is true for the bc-indices in the excep-
tion table.

Figure 3. Bytecode of setStartTime() after conventional weav-
ing.

2.3.2 Envelope-Based Weaving
Figure 4 shows an excerpt of the modified bytecode after inserting
the envelopes. For illustration, at index A the structure of a plain
envelope (here for setter set startTime()) is shown, i.e., an
envelope without advice that only consists of a member access

block and a return block. In general, the member access block
contains instructions that either call a method or perform a field
access. The return block terminates the envelope’s execution and
possibly returns the result. In our example, the member access
block (bc-indices 0–2) only writes the field and the return block
(bc-index 5) simply returns without result.

Figure 4. Bytecode after inserting envelopes.

With envelope-based weaving, the call to advice happens in
so-called advice blocks. In figure 5 bc-index 0, such an advice
block (index B) has been inserted into the envelope. Because the
inserted advice block has the length 3, the indices of the subsequent
bytecodes of the member access and the return block have been
increased by 3. Note that no existing instruction or exception table
needs to be updated.

Figure 5. Envelope with an advice.

Due to the block structure of envelopes, weaving inside of them
is very simple. Conventional approaches have to cope with sub-
stantially more complexity, and as a result often manage this com-
plexity using bytecode toolkits [13]. The toolkit helps to update
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structures of manipulated methods such as jump targets and excep-
tion handler tables; however, these updates have additional costs,
and have a significant effect on weaving performance. Furthermore,
bytecode toolkits generally introduce overhead on their own due to
high memory demands.

2.3.3 Weaving Conditional Logic
To realize dynamic pointcuts which only match, when a join point
shadow is executed in a specified dynamic context, a conditional
advice block is used, which in addition to the advice call contains a
dynamic test that checks a condition.

In figure 6, a conditional advice block (index C) has been
inserted into the sequence (bc-indices 0–4). If the test (bc-indices
0–1) fails the advice execution is skipped (bc-index 1) by jumping
to the next block in the sequence (bc-index 7).

Figure 6. Envelope with a conditional advice.

2.3.4 Multiple Advice Weaving
In the weaving process, several advice blocks may be inserted into
the sequence of blocks in an envelope. When executing an envelope
method, the blocks are executed in sequential order. After weaving
an advice block, relative jump offsets in the blocks need never to
be updated, because they only point to the instruction following
the last instruction of the current block. Note that, in figure 7, even
though another advice block (index D) has been woven into the
envelope from figure 6, the relative offset of the jump at bc-index 1
needs not to be changed.

Figure 7. Envelope multiple advice.

2.3.5 Limitations of Envelope-Based Weaving Without VM
Support

The improved weaving performance due to envelopes does not
come for free. Envelopes change the program’s structure, especially
its call graph, affecting the non-functional behavior of the program.
The additional indirections from envelopes degrade performance
even if no aspect weaving takes place.

In our initial prototype [13], which worked completely at the
bytecode level providing dynamic deployment by using the Class
Redefinition feature of Java 5 [18], we observed a degradation of
the application’s performance of 19.2% in an experiment discussed
in section 7.1. Also the general purpose Class Redefinition does not

provide optimal performance for dynamic deployment. In [13] we
measured the time needed for deploying an aspect to an application
consisting of 11 classes. This deployment took 101 ms with our ap-
proach which is, although faster than competing implementations
of dynamic deployment, not satisfactory.

Another drawback of the initial prototype is that, e.g., no en-
velopes can be generated for native methods and that reflective field
accesses circumvent the envelopes.

2.4 Dynamic Optimization In Modern VMs
Modern virtual machines (VM) [35, 44, 6, 26, 21] contain ad-
vanced optimizing compilers, often called a just-in-time (JIT) com-
piler, as well as an adaptive optimization system. For efficient
startup time, most VMs begin executing the program by using
an interpreter or an efficient non-optimizing compiler (i.e., Jikes
RVM’s baseline compiler). As the program executes, the applica-
tion is profiled to identify the hot methods, i.e., those methods that
contribute the most to the program’s execution time. Profiling is
usually performed using invocation and loop counters, or by using
a timer-based sampling mechanism.

Methods that are identified to be hot are then compiled with the
optimizing compiler. Most JIT compilers in high-performing VMs
contain multiple optimization levels. Lower optimizations levels
consume less compile time but produce lower quality code; op-
timizations at high levels consume more compile time and per-
form aggressive optimizations to produce high-quality code. If a
method continues to be identified as hot, it may be recompiled mul-
tiple times at higher optimization levels, until the highest level is
reached.

One of the most important optimizations applied by a JIT com-
piler is method inlining. Inlining is made more complex for object-
oriented languages which support dynamically dispatched (virtual)
method calls, where the runtime type of the receiver object deter-
mines the method that is actually invoked. One technique for per-
forming inlining at potentially polymorphic call sites is guarded
inlining [45, 9], where a runtime test is inserted to check whether it
is safe to execute the inlined code. If not, a full virtual dispatch is
executed.

Inlining is complicated even further for dynamic languages like
Java as classes may be dynamically loaded throughout the exe-
cution of the program. As a result, call sites that are currently
monomorphic may become polymorphic in the future if class load-
ing occurs. To achieve high performance in the presence of class
loading, most JVMs perform speculative method inlining [19, 45,
9], as described below.

2.4.1 Speculative Method Inlining
The goal of speculative method inlining is to perform inlining based
on the current class hierarchy, with the knowledge that the inlining
decisions can be reversed, or invalidated when necessary when
the class hierarchy changes. There are three primary steps when
performing speculative inlining:

1. Dependency tracking. When inlining methods, the VM per-
forms bookkeeping to identify which methods need to be in-
validated when classes are loaded. For example, if class load-
ing causes a call site C to become polymorphic, any compiled
method that had inlining performed at call site C needs to be
invalidated.

2. Recompilation of invalidated methods. When class loading oc-
curs, the VM recompiles all affected methods (identified by the
dependency tracking from step 1 above) and performs new op-
timizations based on the new class hierarchy. This ensures that
future invocations of these methods will execute correctly.
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3. Invalidation of methods that are currently executing on the
stack. Although recompilation (from step 2 above) ensures that
future invocations will execute correct code, the VM must also
invalidate methods that are currently executing on the stack. For
example, consider a method main() that is invoked only once
and loops indefinitely. If inlining was performed at call site C in
main(), and that inlining needs to be invalidated, the optimized
code for main() needs to be updated while it is executing on
the stack, to ensure that the remainder of execution executes the
correct method at site C.

Steps 1 and 2 are accomplished fairly easily in a VM. Depen-
dency tracking to map inlined call sites to compiled methods is
easily maintained using a lookup table. Recompilation also is easy
to perform because VMs already have advanced recompilation sup-
port for the adaptive recompilation infrastructure. The main chal-
lenge to speculative optimization is step 3: invalidating methods
that are active on the stack.

There are multiple VM technologies for invalidating speculative
optimizations in methods that are active on the stack. We briefly
present two that are relevant in the context of this paper: on-stack
replacement and code patching.

On-stack replacement. On-stack replacement (OSR) [25, 20] al-
lows changing the compiled version of a method while it is active
on the call stack. It can be used for several purposes, including de-
optimizing code for debugging [25], undoing speculative optimiza-
tions in the presence of class loading [25, 20], and promoting long
running methods to higher levels of optimization [20]. OSR can be
performed lazily, one stack frame at a time, when the method re-
turns from the caller frame. The disadvantage of on-stack replace-
ment is that it is fairly complex, and is not implemented by all vir-
tual machines.

Code patching. For VMs that do not implement OSR, guarded
inlining combined with code patching can be used for specula-
tive method inlining [45]. With traditional guarded inlining (as dis-
cussed in section above) a conditional instruction is inserted in front
of the inline location to check whether the inlined code can be
executed. Code patching can be used to gain the functionality of
guarded inlining, but without the runtime overhead of executing
the conditional test.

In a code patching approach, the conditional (or guard) is as-
sumed to be true by default, and is compiled into a no-op instruc-
tion. Thus, the inlined code executes unconditionally and there is no
overhead of executing a conditional test. If the assumptions change
and the inlined method body is invalidated, the no-op instructions
that guard the inlined code are dynamically replaced, or patched
with a jump to a full dispatch to the method.

Code patching is effective at removing the runtime overhead of
the guard itself; however, the existence of the slow path (the full
dispatch) can still interfere with optimizations, resulting in poorer
quality code than with OSR. Even though the guard starts out as a
no-op, it represents a potential if-then-else structure in the method’s
control flow (where the ‘else’ clause is the full method dispatch).
Instructions that follow the guarded code must be optimized assum-
ing that either path may have been taken, thus data flow information
from the inlined code cannot be propagated outside of the guarded
region.

To enable more effective optimization in the presence of guarded
code, techniques such as code splitting [45, 9] can be used to pre-
vent the data flow information from the slow path (full dispatch)
from merging back into the main control flow. While this approach
increases method size, and thus compile time, we show in sec-
tion 7.2 that it can be as effective as on-stack replacement in terms
of the quality of the code produced.

3. An Envelope Aware VM
We address the limitations of the envelope-based weaving summa-
rized in 2.3.5 by making the virtual machine (VM) aware of the
envelopes. We used the Jikes RVM version 2.4.1 [28] for our ex-
tensions. The extended RVM is available for download at [2].

In this section, an overview of the VM modifications is given.
Sub-section 3.1 presents how envelopes are generated in our mod-
ified virtual machine. Sub-section 3.2 outlines the optimizations
we apply to avoid the runtime overhead due to indirections intro-
duced by envelopes. Sections 4 and 5 elaborate on how we imple-
mented these optimizations in the Jikes RVM. Sub-section 3.3 fo-
cuses on language features that need virtual machine level support
for envelope-based weaving.

3.1 Constructing Envelopes
Applications are transformed into the envelope style at class
loading-time. This is easily possible because the transformation
can be executed in a single pass and separately for each class (cf.
section 2.2 and [13]). When a class is loaded, proxies for all its
methods and accessors for all its fields are generated and added
to the class. Further, mappings between envelopes and their en-
veloped members are created at this point (later used by the virtual
machine).

Other than in the conceptional discussion in 2.2 we rename the
original methods and create proxy envelopes that have the original
method name. This way, no method call sites need to be changed.
This is different from the initial prototype [13] where renaming
was not feasible for constructor methods; if renamed, the VM’s
bytecode verifier would not recognize them anymore as construc-
tors and, thus, would regard them as illegal. Instead, the signature
of methods and constructors was changed by adding a dummy ar-
gument which posed an additional overhead. By adjusting the con-
structor handling in the virtual machine renaming methods and con-
structors becomes possible in the VM integrated implementation of
the envelope-based weaving.

Renaming the implementation methods also has implications
for reflective method calls and the look-up for native methods
which we will discuss in section 3.3.

3.2 Optimizations
Envelopes create two primary performance challenges to address:

1. Reduce the overhead of envelopes to ensure high performance
when no aspects are deployed. Section 4 discusses two ap-
proaches for reducing the overhead of envelopes. The basic idea
is that the JIT compiler can ensure that accessor envelopes and
implementation methods are always inlined into their callers,
thus eliminating the overhead introduced by the envelope’s ex-
tra level of indirection.

2. Ensure that dynamic deployment is performed correctly and
efficiently. A primary goal of this work is to support efficient
dynamic aspect deployment, where the implementation of en-
velopes may change at runtime when new advice are woven
into them. To enable correct dynamic deployment, any specula-
tive optimizations that were applied must be invalidated when
deployment occurs. The suite of techniques for speculative in-
lining, described in section 2.4.1 can be applied, enabling en-
velope methods to be invalidated and recompiled to include the
dynamically woven advice. Section 5 discusses two approaches
for invalidation to ensure correct dynamic weaving.

3.3 Support for Special Language Features and Join Point
Context Reification

Handling native methods. The implementation of native meth-
ods (methods with the native modifier) is not available as Java
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bytecode but as system dependent machine code in a dynamic li-
brary. To execute such a method the virtual machine searches the
loaded dynamic libraries for a function providing its implementa-
tion. The look-up is based on a naming convention [29]: The func-
tion’s name is derived from the Java method’s signature. Since the
introduction of envelopes renames original methods, this look-up
mechanism had to be adapted accordingly.

Handling reflection. Reflection is provided in Java by means of
an API [27] that allows to introspect classes as well as to select
methods and fields by their names and call respectively access
them. Reflection is affected by envelope-based weaving in two
ways:

• First, methods are added to classes that should not be accessible
via reflection; the programmer expects a class’ structure to be
as it is defined in the source code. To address this issue, Jikes’
reflection were modified so that accessors and implementation
methods are hidden from the programmer introspecting the
application.

• Second, when the programmer deploys an aspect which advises
calls to certain methods or accesses to certain fields, he/she
expects that also reflective calls or accesses are advised. This
issue is implicitly resolved for reflective method calls: As the
original method names and signatures have been taken over
by the proxies the proxy is automatically used instead of the
implementation method. For field accesses some changes are
necessary. A Field object from the Reflection API provides
methods for setting and getting the value of the encapsulated
field. The implementation of these methods was modified to
call the respective accessor envelopes instead of performing a
memory access to write or read the field.

Handling join point context reification. When an advice is exe-
cuted at a join point, it can access values from the context of the join
point. There are several such values supported by current aspect-
oriented languages:

• Advice executing before a method call can declare to access
the arguments of the method and the receiver object. Advice
executed after a call can also access the value returned by the
called method.

• Advice on field writes and reads can access the object whose
field is written/read. For field write join points, also the field’s
new value is accessible.

• For all kinds of join points, the active object (this) can be
accessed.

To make these values available, additional instructions that re-
trieve the required values and pass them to the advice call are in-
serted by the aspect weaver at join point shadows. This process is
also called reification of values from the join point’s context, or
context reification for short. For an AspectJ compiler, all context
values are available as local variables or in the operand stack at the
join point shadow.

With envelope-based weaving, the situation is slightly different:
The join point shadow is within the envelope rather than within
the call site context which a programmer intends to advise. The
question is how this affects context reification. Fortunately, all
values but the active object are also available as local variables or
in the operand stack of the envelope. It is also possible to access
the active object (this), which is a local variable of the caller; we
outline an implementation for it in section 8.

4. Reducing the Overhead of Envelopes
We explored two approaches to avoid performance degradation
relative to an untransformed program due to introducing envelopes,
each with different trade-offs:

1. Eager envelopes. Envelopes are created and eagerly inserted at
class loading-time (as described in section 3.1) and the opti-
mizer is adviced to inline them.

2. Lazy envelopes. Envelopes are created at class loading-time,
but are not inserted into the invocation chain until they are
advised. When advice is woven into an envelope, all calls to
advised methods are replaced with calls to their corresponding
envelopes.

In the following, each of these techniques is described in section
4.1, respectively 4.2. Subsequently, their trade-offs are discussed.

4.1 Eager Envelopes
With the eager approach in place, envelopes are invoked by default,
thus dynamic deployment is simple and requires very few changes
to the VM. Reducing the overhead of envelopes required a number
of changes to the optimizing compiler’s inliner to ensure that (a)
envelopes are always inlined, and (b) other inlining decisions are
made the same as if envelopes had not been present. Furthermore,
a number of changes to other VM subsystems were done to account
for non-obvious performance degradations caused by envelopes.
These changes are discussed below.

4.1.1 Effects on the Baseline Compiler
The baseline compiler provided by the Jikes RVM does not of-
fer the possibility to inline method calls. Consequently, we do not
remove the indirection for baseline compiled methods. However,
methods that are hot will be promoted to a higher level of opti-
mization where envelopes are optimized accordingly. With the ex-
ception of the envelope call, the baseline compiler generates the
same machine code for implementation methods as it does for the
original method in the absence of envelopes.

4.1.2 Effects on the Optimizing Compiler
When compiling bytecode, Jikes’ optimizing compiler successively
transforms the bytecode to different intermediate representations
which eventually results in machine code. At each such transforma-
tion step, different optimizations are applied. Initially, the bytecode
is transformed into high level intermediate representation (HIR for
short) based on a virtual instruction set.

The objective of our modifications to the optimizing compiler
was to ensure that the HIR of methods is not affected by envelopes,
since, this would guarantee that all subsequent optimizations are
carried out without any modification. To achieve this goal, knowl-
edge on envelopes was added into different modules of the optimiz-
ing compiler, as elaborated in the following.

Jikes’ optimizing JIT compiler uses an inline oracle to make
decisions about inlining methods. The questions asked to the oracle
are of the form “should method callee be inlined into method
caller?”, and the answer is either no, yes, or yes with a guard.

By construction, we ensure that implementation methods as
well as accessor methods are always monomorphic. Hence, one
would expect the inline oracle to always inline them into their
caller. However, some of its heuristics prevent the oracle from al-
ways making these decisions. Thus, we modified the inline oracle
to always decide to inline implementation methods and accessor
methods. To facilitate dynamic deployment, we additionally en-
hanced the oracle to answer yes with a guard when an envelope
(proxy or accessor method) is inlined.
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Apart from this, we also had to make sure that the remainder of
inlining decisions is the same as it would be without envelopes, to
receive the same HIR. For this purpose, we modified three inlining
heuristics:

• First, the oracle considers the size of the called method when
deciding whether or not to inline at a call site. When the oracle
is asked if a call to a proxy method should be inlined, it would
make its decision based on the proxy method’s bytecode size.
Proxies interfere with size estimates because the proxy itself is
small, but it is guaranteed to have a (possibly large) implemen-
tation method inlined into it. We modified the inliner so that it
does not inline a proxy unless it would have inlined the corre-
sponding implementation method.

• Next, the oracle ensures that the inline sequence does not ex-
ceed a fixed length to avoid excessive inlining and, thus, explo-
sion of code size. An unmodified oracle would count the length
of the proxy methods in the inline sequence length. As a result,
it would eventually reach the maximum inlining length faster as
it would without envelopes. Knowing that proxy methods will
be optimized away and do not increase the size of the compiled
code, we adjusted the inline sequence length heuristics accord-
ingly.

• Finally, for values resulting from a field access, the optimizing
compiler can apply special analyses on receiver types which, in
turn, are used by the inline oracle to eliminate guards. As field
accesses are replaced by calls to accessor methods, we had to
ensure that the same analyses are performed for values returned
by an accessor.

4.1.3 Effects on the Adaptive Optimization System
Before optimization and inlining occur, envelopes execute as ex-
plicit method calls. As the program executes, the adaptive optimiza-
tion system (AOS) will profile these calls as regular methods and
try to optimize them. One might expect that an AOS in a VM would
not be thrown off by the existence of many such calls, and would
produce similar code as it does in their absence. Unfortunately, this
was not the case. Jikes RVM would eventually converge on the
same performance, but the existence of a large number of enve-
lope calls pollutes the profile data, causing compilations to occur at
different points, and delays optimization of some of the application
methods. As a result, startup time is degraded and the application
runs longer before reaching steady-state performance.

We addressed this performance issue with a simple change. We
modified Jikes RVM’s timer-based sampler so that if an implemen-
tation method is sampled at runtime, the stack is walked down one
additional frame, thus crediting the sample to the proxy envelope
instead. As a result, the proxy will be identified as a hot method and
compiled; our inlining modifications discussed in the previous sub-
section, will ensure that the (hot) implementation method is inlined
into the proxy and optimized, as well.

4.2 Lazy Envelopes
After observing the complexity of the solution required to achieve
high performance with eager envelopes, we also explored an alter-
native approach of lazy envelopes. As mentioned at the beginning
of the section, lazy envelopes are created at class loading-time, but
are not invoked as long as they are not advised; instead, the imple-
mentation method (or field access) is directly executed. Thus, if no
aspects have been deployed, the executing program is essentially
identical to the original program without envelopes.

When advice is deployed at runtime, it is woven into the enve-
lope method that corresponds to the relevant method or field access.
Since envelopes are no longer being called by default, all code that

executes the advised method (or field access) must be dynamically
updated to invoke the newly advised envelope instead.

To implement lazy envelopes, both the baseline and optimizing
compiler needed to be modified to:

1. check whether field accesses and method calls have advice, and
if so, to invoke the corresponding envelope instead. In the op-
timizing compiler, this is performed early in the compilation
process prior to inlining, during the construction of the inter-
mediate representation.

2. record dependency information for all calls and field accesses,
to identify code to be updated when advice is deployed.

3. have an invalidation mechanism available for dynamically redi-
recting calls and field accesses to calls to corresponding en-
velopes.

4.3 Eager vs. Lazy Envelopes
With eager envelopes, the inliner handled the inlining of envelopes,
which automatically provided the necessary dependency tracking
and invalidation mechanism. Since this functionality is already pro-
vided by the virtual machine, this approach is easier to implement
than lazy envelopes and, thus, may be integrated into more virtual
machines.

Inlining and dependency tracking had to be performed ”manu-
ally” for lazy envelopes, and no modifications to the inlining heuris-
tics and the adaptive optimizing system are necessary. Because with
lazy envelopes, the code generated by the baseline compiler no
longer contains unnecessary envelope calls, the overhead at pro-
gram startup is minimized. In long running applications, however,
where all hot methods are optimized, eager envelopes ultimately
achieve the same result as lazy envelopes.

5. Invalidation of Speculative Optimizations
So far, we have described how Jikes RVM generates envelopes,
and how the JIT compiler’s method inlining is modified to gener-
ate efficient code. This section presents changes to Jikes RVM to
enable dynamic weaving. When weaving occurs, the affected en-
velopes must be recompiled and all compiled code containing in-
lined copies of these envelopes must be invalidated.

To track method inlining dependences, we used Jikes RVM’s
existing method dependency database that is used for speculative
inlining. When an envelope is inlined into a method, a dependency
is added to this database. When dynamic deployment occurs, it calls
Jikes RVM’s existing invalidation routine passing the envelopes
that have been invalidated. This call triggers the Jikes RVM’s mech-
anism for invalidating all necessary compiled method bodies. The
next invocation of these methods invokes the lazy compilation stub,
triggering a baseline compilation of the the method.

After dynamic deployment has occurred, several compiled
methods may have been invalidated, and need to be recompiled.
The adaptive optimization system of the VM treats these methods
as it would at program startup, i.e., initially compiling them at a
low level of optimization, and eventually promoting them to higher
levels over time. This approach smooths out the performance im-
pact of dynamic deployment and avoids pauses that may occur if
all affected methods were immediately optimized aggressively.

To invalidate methods that are currently active on the stack, we
utilize two common techniques as discussed in section 2.4.1: on-
stack replacement, and guarded inlining.

5.1 On-Stack Replacement
Jikes RVM contains an implementation of on-stack replacement,
described by Fink-Qian [20]. The implementation in Jikes RVM
is used for speculative inlining, and for promoting long-running
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methods from baseline compiled code. When performing specu-
lative inlining, a patch point is placed at all inlined call sites that
may be invalidated. When invalidation occurs, the patch point is
replaced with a jump to an OSR point, which triggers on-stack re-
placement. The key advantage of OSR is that if execution jumps to
an OSR point, it never merges back into the body of the compiled
code. Therefore, the dataflow information along this path does not
merge back in and hinder optimizations based on forward dataflow.

Using Jikes RVM’s mechanism of OSR-based speculative in-
lining would work reasonably well for envelopes; however, given
the expected frequency of envelop calls in the code we optimize
one step further. In our implementation, rather than placing a patch
point and OSR point at each inlined call site, we place them after all
yieldpoints and calls in the optimized method. When the method is
invalidated, these points are all patched and OSR will be triggered
once the next yieldpoint is reached, or when execution returns from
a call.

To ensure correctness in this model, when invalidation occurs,
the VM must wait for all threads to progress to the next yieldpoint
to ensure that OSR was triggered if necessary. Threads that are
further up the call chain will perform OSR when the stack frame is
popped and the patch point after the call site is executed. A similar
technique of waiting for threads to reach the next yieldpoint was
used in [9] to allow removing additional redundant guards, thus
creating larger regions of guard free code. In Jikes RVM, ensuring
that all threads reach a yieldpoint is particularly easy because
all non-executing threads are guaranteed to be already stopped at
yieldpoints. At invalidation time, the VM simply needs to stop and
restart the currently executing threads.

With eager envelopes, envelopes are not inlined by the baseline
compiler, so invalidation is needed for the optimizing compiler
only. With lazy envelopes, invalidation is needed in baseline code
as well, so OSR points are placed in code compiled by both the
baseline and optimizing compiler.

5.2 Guarded Inlining
As an alternative to OSR, we experimented with using code patch-
ing and guarded inlining to enable envelope invalidation. Insert-
ing guards on all inlined envelopes is relatively easy using Jikes
RVM’s infrastructure for speculative inlining. For eager envelopes,
we modified Jikes RVM’s inlining routine (described in section 4.1)
to stipulate that envelope methods require a code patching guard
when inlined.

When using this approach to guard envelopes, two additional
changes were necessary to Jikes RVM. First, Jikes RVM does not
normally use guards in combination with static methods because
static methods can not be affected by dynamic class loading. As a
result, we needed to modify the locations in the JIT compiler that
assumed a guarded inline must have a receiver object. Second, Jikes
RVM may perform guarded inlining of polymorphic methods; for
these polymorphic calls, a dynamic type test is used as a guard
rather than code patching. When inlining polymorphic envelopes
into implementation methods, we modified Jikes RVM to insert a
patch point prior to the dynamic type test, allowing us to invalidate
the implementation method when dynamic deployment occurs.

However, as mentioned in the last section, code patching com-
bined with guarded inlining is not sufficient to eliminate all enve-
lope overhead. Even though the guard itself has no runtime over-
head, the existence of the failed guard path interferes with a num-
ber of optimizations. To address this problem, we extended Jikes
RVM’s implementation of code splitting and redundant guard elim-
ination.

5.2.1 Splitting
Jikes RVM performs a simple local code splitting pass, to help ex-
ploit optimization opportunities created by guarded inlining. Using
envelopes creates a larger number of guarded inlines, thus stressing
this splitting infrastructure. We discovered a number of shortcom-
ings in the Jikes RVM’s existing simple heuristics. While it catches
the most dominant case of back-to-back guarded inlines, it misses
several common cases, such as nested inlining.

We wrote a new splitting algorithm in Jikes RVM to perform
slightly more aggressive splitting. It is similar to the algorithm for
feedback-directed splitting described in [8], but for simplicity does
not use profile information. The algorithm maintains a worklist of
merge points. A merge point for our algorithm is defined as a merge
in the control flow graph where one or more incoming edges are
known to be infrequent, and one or more are known not to be
infrequent (or non-infrequent). It is desirable to eliminate these
merge points so that the dataflow of the infrequent path does not
pollute the regular path.

The worklist is initialized with all of the control flow merges
created by guarded inlining (where one path is known to be in-
frequent) and splitting is performed as follows. A merge point is
removed from the worklist and further processed; if the basic block
at that merge point is below a size threshold, the block is dupli-
cated. The infrequent paths are directed to the duplicated block,
while the remainder of the paths remain unchanged. If duplicating
the block created a new control flow merge (between infrequent and
non-infrequent paths), the new merge is added to the worklist. The
algorithm continues until the worklist is empty, or a space bound is
reached.

The size thresholds for duplication can be varied to adjust the
aggressiveness of the splitting. Similar to method inlining, more ag-
gressive splitting has the potential to produce more efficient code,
but will consume more compile time and compiled code space, thus
the splitting thresholds may vary depending on the optimization
level, with higher levels performing the most aggressive splitting.

While this splitting algorithm was designed to improve the
performance of envelopes, we discovered that it also improved
the performance of the base Jikes RVM (independent of using
envelopes). The steady-state performance of the mtrt benchmark
was improved by over 20%. We are in the process of contributing
our splitting back to the Jikes RVM open source code base.

5.2.2 Redundant Guard Removal
A desirable side effect of performing splitting is that many guards
may now be redundant and able to be removed completely. Jikes
RVM performs redundant branch elimination, based on global
value numbering. However, similar to the optimized placement
of OSR points (section 5.1), we enable additional optimization by
enforcing that all threads will be allowed to progress to the next
yieldpoint at the time of invalidation. By enforcing this property,
guards can be eliminated more aggressively; if invalidation did not
occur by the time of the previous yieldpoint was executed, it is
guaranteed not to occur until the next yieldpoint executes.

To exploit this property, we wrote a redundant guard removal
optimization phase that focuses specifically on removing code
patching inline guards. The algorithm removes redundant guards
by exploiting the following property: if (1) the taken branch of
guard A dominates guard B, and (2) no yieldpoints or method calls
can be executed between A and B, then guard B is redundant (i.e.,
guaranteed never to fail) and can be removed. A method call can
execute a yieldpoint, thus it is implied that no yieldpoints or calls
can occur between A and B.

This optimization is implemented in Jikes RVM as a linear pass
by traversing the dominator tree, and propagating guard “liveness”.
In this case, liveness means that the existing code is safely pro-
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tected by an existing guard, so no further guards are needed. The
“true” branch of a guard creates liveness, and liveness is killed by
yieldpoints, calls, or a control flow merge that contains a non-live
incoming edge.

In addition to improving envelop performance, this optimization
also provided modest performance improvements for the base ver-
sion of Jikes RVM (without envelopes), improving mtrt by about
3%. This optimization is also being contributed back to the open
source code base.

6. Related Work
This section presents several other currently available systems that
support dynamic aspect deployment, and describes the similarities
and differences from our approach. Section 7 compares the perfor-
mance of these systems and the implementation presented in this
paper.

The systems discussed include AspectWerkz 2.0 [11], PROSE
1.3.0 [39], JAsCo 0.8.7 [3], Steamloom 0.6 [43], and our previous
prototype [13] offering limited support for dynamic envelope-based
weaving and using standard Java 5 Class Redefinition [18]. For a
detailed discussion of the former four and other implementations
also refer to [16].

6.1 AspectWerkz
AspectWerkz [11, 15] provides runtime weaving capabilities for
sets of join point shadows which are specified before runtime. The
weaving process [50] is divided into two distinct phases: Prepara-
tion and activation. In the preparation phase classes are transformed
such that in the activation phase advice calls can be inserted at pre-
pared join point shadows.

Preparation can be performed either by a post-compiler or a
special class loader. When preparing, AspectWerkz replaces each
join point shadow with a call to a wrapper, which is similar to
introducing envelopes. In the activation phase, advice calls are
inserted into wrappers, as in our approach. Wrappers that changed
in this phase are replaced by means of the Java 5 standard feature
Class Redefinition [18].

In contrast to our approach, the wrappers of AspectWerkz do not
reduce the number of join point shadows where weaving happens.
Instead of redirecting the call sites to a single wrapper generated
for each callee, as done with envelopes, AspectWerkz merely gen-
erates one wrapper per member and per class in which it is called.
Furthermore, the generation of wrappers in AspectWerkz does af-
fect the generated machine code, i.e., the generated machine code
with and without wrappers is not the same.

6.2 PROSE
PROSE [39] has a two layered architecture consisting of the dy-
namic AOP engine which is basically an API and the execution
monitor. The AOP engine is used to dynamically deploy an aspect;
when requested to do so, it determines the set of join point shadows
and passes it to the execution monitor. The latter monitors the exe-
cution and calls the AOP engine back any time a join point shadow
from the set is executed; in response to the callback, the AOP en-
gine calls the corresponding advice.

There are two different implementations of the execution mon-
itor. The first implementation [37, 38], which we will refer to as
PROSE 1 in the following, uses the standard JVM tools interface
(JVMTI) of Java 5 virtual machines; the JVM is instructed to gen-
erate events at join point shadows which are in turn handled by
PROSE’s AOP engine. The second version, PROSE 2 [36], imple-
ments the execution monitor by means of a modified Java Virtual
Machine.

6.3 JAsCo
JAsCo [46] also uses a registry for aspects which stores all active
pointcut-advice bindings. At potential join point shadows so called
traps are called which notify the registry and let it execute advice if
any is applicable. JAsCo implements two optimizations of this ap-
proach [47]. The first one is the Jutta compiler which generates cus-
tom implementations of single trap methods which directly call ap-
plicable advice, thereby circumventing the registry. Second, calls to
traps are not inserted eagerly, but only when aspects are deployed.
Class Redefinition is used to replace a method without traps with a
version including traps at runtime.

The lazy insertion of traps is similar to the lazy introduction of
envelopes, as discussed in this paper. Also, generating custom traps
that contain woven code for specific join points bears similarities.
However, unlike in our approach, the number of weaving locations
is not reduced and the use of a bytecode toolkit is still necessary –
JAsCo employs the Javassist toolkit [4].

6.4 The Steamloom VM
Steamloom [43, 23] is an extension to the Jikes RVM [28] with
dedicated support for aspects and dynamic aspect deployment. In
contrast to other approaches, e.g., JAsCo or AspectWerkz, that only
use bytecode toolkits as an external means for weaving, Steamloom
has integrated the bytecode toolkit BAT [12] into the VM. Simi-
lar to our approach, join point shadow search and advice weaving
makes use of the VM’s internal representation of loaded classes.
Invalidating old versions of methods in which advice calls are wo-
ven makes use of standard features of the virtual machine; however,
the VM’s optimizations are not modified in order to more naturally
support dynamic weaving.

Similar to our approach, Steamloom restricts the scope of join
point shadow search for member accesses. To do so, for each mem-
ber an index is stored that points to all join point shadows at which
the member is accessed. When searching for join point shadows,
Steamloom only searches the corresponding index instead of the
complete bytecode. However, Steamloom does not localize the
weaving operations for member accesses as still each retrieved
shadow must be manipulated individually, and, hence, weaving per-
formance is still degraded.

6.5 Envelope-Based Weaving With Class Redefinition
In [13], we have presented a dynamic envelope-based weaver that
transforms Java bytecode classes through a post-processor and uses
Class Redefinition [18] to exchange envelopes after weaving at
runtime. The transformed bytecode conforms to the Java Virtual
Machine Specification [31] and, hence, may run on any standard
JVM.

Because no VM-level support exists for envelopes in the proto-
type, envelopes must be generated in a different way than presented
in this paper. This implies that neither the execution performance
nor the performance of invalidating methods after dynamic deploy-
ment was specially optimized.

Also, the way envelopes are generated in the prototype prohib-
ited generation of envelopes for native method. Finally, Reflection
was not specially supported and in some cases may not behave as
intended after the transformation.

7. Evaluation
This section provides two kinds of evaluation of the envelope-aware
Jikes RVM. In section 7.1 the performance of the envelope-aware
virtual machine using lazy envelopes and OSR is compared to other
AOP implementations with support for dynamic deployment. In
section 7.2, we discuss the performance of the alternative imple-
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mentations we discussed in the paper, i.e., eager envelopes and code
patching.

7.1 Comparison of AOP Implementations
We extended the SPEC JVM98 benchmark suite [42] to deploy an
aspect by providing a modified benchmark harness [1]. The aspect
deployed by the harness is presented in AspectJ syntax in listing 6.
The aspect advises all calls to methods or constructors within any
class in any sub-package of spec.benchmarks. The advice simply
increments a counter.

1 ������ Aspect {
2 ������ �	
� counter;
3 ��	��() :
4 ����(* spec.benchmarks..*.*(..)) ||
5 ����(* spec.benchmarks..*.new(..)) {
6 counter++;
7 }
8 }

Listing 6. Aspect used by the modified SPEC JVM98 benchmark
suite to measure the deployment.

The modified benchmark harness executes the SPEC JVM98
benchmark applications and aspect deployment according to the
following schema:

1. Perform n iterations of the application (initial-phase).

2. Deploy the aspect (deploy).

3. Perform n iterations of the application (deployed-phase).

4. Undeploy the aspect (undeploy).

5. Perform n iterations of the application (undeployed-phase).

6. Start over at step 2 for m times.

To abstract over the details of aspect deployment in differ-
ent AOP environments, the extended benchmark harness defines
an interface Deployer declaring the methods deploy() and
undeploy(), which is implemented for each AOP environment.
The number n of iterations in each phase and the number m of
complete cycles are arbitrary. Their influence on the evaluation
results will be discussed below.

The extended benchmark tells us different properties of an exe-
cution environment with support for dynamic aspect deployment:

• It measures the time needed for the very first run in the ini-
tial phase (step 1). During the latter phase class loading and,
if applicable to the AOP implementation, preparation of loaded
classes takes place. The median of the times for the n bench-
mark iterations in the initial-phase tells us the general perfor-
mance of the virtual machine when no aspects are deployed.
We use the median of the runs to measure the steady-state per-
formance, i.e., to ignore the startup performance.

• The benchmark also tells us how long it takes to deploy and
undeploy an aspect (the time needed for steps 2 and 4). We
also measure the performance of the first benchmark run after
deployment and after undeployment. This reflects the need to
re-compile methods after they have been modified by deploy-
ing or undeploying an aspect. For the performance values of
deployment, undeployment, and startup after deployment and
undeployment we use the median of the measured times of all
m cycles. This is to rule out the initialization efforts for the re-
spective systems.

• The median of the performance figures in the deployed-phase
indicates the influence of advice calls on performance. The
median of the undeployed-phase figures indicates whether an
aspect that was once deployed leaves any footprint after being
undeployed.

For the evaluation, the benchmarks are run at the largest size
(-s100), each in a separate VM instance. The number of cycles
(m) was three and the number of iterations per phase (n) was
fifteen which allowed all systems to reach steady state. We ran the
benchmarks with 512 MB of heap to rule out the different memory
needs of the execution environments.

Tables 1 through 4 show the results of the aforementioned
benchmarks for the approaches discussed in section 6 and the
envelope-aware virtual machine presented in this paper. Since the
implementations extend different Java virtual machines, it is not
possible to directly compare all benchmark results. For each ap-
proach that is based on a different Java VM, we calculate the rel-
ative overhead of executing a benchmark on that approach’s ex-
tended VM as compared to executing the same benchmark on the
approach’s unextended base VM. These relative overheads can be
used to compare all approaches.

The versions of the benchmarked AOP implementations and
their base virtual machines are as follows. AspectWerkz 2.0, JAsCo
0.8.7 and the prototype of envelope-based weaving using Class Re-
definition (EBW-Unaware) extend the HotSpot 1.5.0 VM, Steam-
loom 0.6 is based on Jikes RVM 2.3.1, and the approach described
in this paper (EBW-Aware) is based on the Jikes RVM 2.4.1. JAsCo
is executed using the suggested HotSwap 2 variant and having the
inlinecompiler and the trapall flags enabled. The former setting en-
ables a new weaver which provides better performance, the latter
setting allows to advise all methods, including private methods,
as the other AOP environments also do.

The tables do not include results for PROSE implementa-
tions. For PROSE1, the Java 5 based implementation, the severely
degraded performance in the deployed phase prohibited careful
benchmarking. It was not possible to run the benchmarks at their
full size. Experiments with smaller sizes revealed an overhead of
up to 152,278%. The PROSE2 implementation supports the base-
line compiler of Jikes RVM only and is for this reason not com-
petitive. Figures are also missing for the javac benchmark on
AspectWerkz; the latter crashed when it was started with enabling
aspect deployment for the join points in our benchmark aspect.
For JAsCo, we lack figures for undeployment and the undeployed-
phase because it crashed at undeployment for all benchmark appli-
cations.

The goal of the work presented in this paper was to provide a
virtual machine which supports fast aspect deployment while pro-
viding good steady-state performance. Table 1 shows how many
milliseconds are spent for deploying and undeploying the aspect
of our benchmark in the above mentioned execution environments
for aspect-oriented programs. For every benchmark application our
envelope-aware RVM provided the best performance with an aver-
age of 3 ms for both, deployment and undeployment. At most, it
took 14 ms to deploy the benchmark aspect and 16 ms to undeploy
it.

While Steamloom performs well for some benchmark applica-
tions, the deployment time goes as high as 4,977 ms and averages
out at 941 ms. At undeployment, the measured times were consid-
erably better with an average of 154 ms, though still two orders of
magnitude slower than our implementation. JAsCo needs 1,685 ms
for deploying the aspect on average. With AspectWerkz the time
for undeploying the aspect even goes up to 20,230 ms for the jess
application and is 195 ms, at least.

Table 2 shows the steady-state performance of the different exe-
cution environments. The first row in each segment shows the time
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needed to execute the benchmark applications in steady-state on
a virtual machine without support for dynamic aspect deployment.
For each AOP implementation the overheads in the initial, deployed
and undeployed phase are shown. The rows below show the over-
head of the AOP implementations extending this virtual machine.
The overhead is given as the factor by which the execution time
is increased, i.e., an overhead of 1.5 means that execution is 50%
slower.

As it was the goal of this work, our implementation implies no
overhead to the steady-state performance of an application. JAsCo
also provides a good steady-state performance in the initial phase
with only 1.7% overhead. For the other approches the overhead
in the initial phase reaches from 8.6% (Steamloom) to 121% (As-
pectWerkz). All approaches, except the one presented here, perform
slightly worse in the undeployed phase than in the intitial phase. In
AspectWerkz the overhead drops from 121% in the initial phase to
58.5%, which is still significant.

The overhead presented for the deployed phase also contains
the overhead for executing the additional advice functionality. Dif-
ferent approaches have different schemes of invoking advice; e.g.,
some call a static method, while others look-up a receiver object
and call a virtual method on it. For this reason, we do not discuss
the variations of the overhead in the deployed phase.

AOP implementations may also imply a degradation of the
startup performance. As shown in table 3, the envelope-aware Jikes
RVM on average performs startup 5.6% slower than the unmodi-
fied Jikes RVM. This is mainly due to the mtrt benchmark where
the overhead is 13.4%. Compared to the other benchmarked ap-
proaches, though, where the startup overhead reaches from 8.9% to
215.9% on average, our implementation still provides a reasonable
startup performance.

When an aspect is dynamically deployed, affected methods
are invalidated and re-compiled the next time they are invoked.
As a consequence, during the first run after deployment just-in-
time compilation is performed, similar to the very first run. Ta-
ble 4, shows the performance of the first run after deployment
and undeployment as overhead compared to the steady-state of
the deployed- or undeployed-phase. Our implementation performs
fairly well with an average overhead of 48.9% after deployment
and 46% after undeployment. The prototype of envelope-based
weaving without virtual machine integration performs best. Steam-
loom, performing roughly the same as our implementation after
deployment, performs better after undeployment. AspectWerkz and
JAsCo perform worse than our implementation.

7.2 Comparison of Alternative Optimization Techniques
So far we have shown that with virtual machine support the lazy
envelopes approach performs very well compared to other AOP
approaches with support for dynamic deployment of aspects. In
the following, we compare compare different approaches to VM
integration we have experimented with and discussed in this pa-
per. First, we compare eager and lazy envelopes in terms of per-
formance. Further, we also compare the invalidation mechanisms
using on-stack-replacement and code patching for envelopes.

The second column of table 5, labeled “No Invalidation Mech,
Steady”, evaluates the performance of Jikes RVM when eager
envelopes are used, but no invalidation mechanism is used; this
methodology identifies the overhead introduced by the presence of
envelopes separate from the invalidation mechanisms. Our system
using envelopes is compared to the unmodified Jikes RVM, and the
overhead is reported (higher numbers mean more overhead intro-
duced by envelopes). Performance was measured at steady-state,
meaning that the program is run long enough for the compilation
activity to stabilize.

The steady-state overhead of using envelopes was small, with
a max of 3.7% and averaging 0%. In some cases envelopes ac-
tually reduced execution time (in particular db); this result is not
expected, because the compiled code is generally identical in both
systems after inlining occurs. However, as with any modifications
to a virtual machine, anomalous results are possible [22]. In our
system, the baseline compiled code does not have envelopes in-
lined, and the order of sampling and optimization may be changed
slightly; these differences could affect code layout memory locality,
which produces unpredictable results. Overall, these results demon-
strate that method inlining is effective at reducing the performance
penalty of envelopes.

The third column of table 5, labeled “OSR Steady” shows the
percentage of runtime overhead (relative to the unmodified Jikes
RVM) that is present when eager envelopes are used and OSR
points are inserted (as described in section 5.1) to ensure that
invalidation is performed correctly if dynamic aspect deployment
were to occur. There is very little additional overhead introduced
by using OSR, demonstrating that it is an effective mechanism for
enabling invalidation.

The fourth column of table 5, labeled “Guards Steady” reports
the steady-state performance of a system using eager envelopes to-
gether with guarded inlining, code patching and splitting to en-
able invalidation for dynamic weaving, as described in 5.2. The
overhead is computed relative to the unmodified Jikes RVM. With
the exception of mpegaudio, guards performed roughly on par
with that of OSR, demonstrating the effectiveness of the split-
ting and redundant branch elimination algorithms being used. For
mpegaudio, envelopes with guards result in a 6.9% degradation
relative to the original Jikes RVM. After investigating, we discov-
ered that a guard is hindering optimization in a tight loop in mpe-
gaudio; the loop contains a single basic block that is executed fre-
quently, and the existence of a guard in that loop breaks up some
of the optimizations performed by Jikes RVM’s optimizing com-
piler. None of the optimizations are fundamentally blocked by the
guard, but the loop optimizations in Jikes RVM are not particularly
aggressive, and the global optimizations (inter-block) are not as ag-
gressive as the intra-block optimizations.

Despite eager envelopes’ minimal impact on steady-state per-
formance, startup performance was more substantially affected.
The fourth column, labeled “Startup” shows the performance of
eager envelopes with OSR for the first run of the benchmarks with
input size -s100. The startup overhead ranges from 2.7% to 18.3%
with an average of 10.5% degradation relative to the unmodified
Jikes RVM.

The startup overhead is caused by the reduced performance of
the baseline compiled code. The final column in table 5 shows the
overhead caused by eager envelopes in steady state when the opti-
mizing compiler is disabled, thus code is compiled with the base-
line compiler only. Because envelopes execute with no optimiza-
tion in the baseline code when using eager envelopes, the overhead
is quite high, ranging from 8.1% – 122.4%. When an application
begins executing, all code is first compiled by the baseline com-
piler, thus short running programs, or “startup” scenarios will be
degraded when the quality of the baseline code is reduced. This
performance penalty is avoided with lazy envelopes, enabling the
lower startup time overhead presented in section 7.1.

8. Conclusions and Future Work
Envelope-based weaving is a technique that facilitates fast weav-
ing of aspects, which is particularly valuable in systems that allow
dynamic aspect deployment. In this paper, we have shown that sub-
stantial improvement in dynamic deployment performance is pos-
sible by making the virtual machine envelope-aware. Well estab-
lished dynamic optimization techniques can be used to avoid the
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compress jess db javac mpegaudio mtrt jack avg

EBW-Aware (deploy) 1 ms 4 ms 0 ms 14 ms 2 ms 2 ms 1 ms 3 ms
EBW-Aware (undeploy) 0 ms 2 ms 0 ms 16 ms 1 ms 1 ms 1 ms 3 ms

EBW-Unaware (deploy) 63 ms 538 ms 19 ms 672 ms 109 ms 58 ms 149 ms 229 ms
EBW-Unaware (undeploy) 126 ms 635 ms 103 ms 1152 ms 236 ms 152 ms 380 ms 397 ms

AspectWerkz (deploy) 349 ms 16833 ms 215 ms – 869 ms 3784 ms 1470 ms 3360 ms
AspectWerkz (undeploy) 442 ms 20230 ms 195 ms – 864 ms 4247 ms 1476 ms 3922 ms

JAsCo (deploy) 331 ms 3042 ms 251 ms 4772 ms 1228 ms 729 ms 1446 ms 1685 ms

Steamloom (deploy) 102 ms 1211 ms 4 ms 4977 ms 55 ms 195 ms 45 ms 941 ms
Steamloom (undeploy) 3 ms 188 ms 2 ms 805 ms 17 ms 53 ms 16 ms 154 ms

Table 1. Time for deploying and undeploying the benchmark aspect on SPEC JVM98 benchmarks.

compress jess db javac mpegaudio mtrt jack avg

Jikes 2.4.1 4919 ms 1633 ms 8925 ms 4025 ms 5268 ms 3247 ms 3511 ms
EBW-Aware (initial) 0.994 1.053 1.010 1.040 1.005 0.894 0.980 0.997
EBW-Aware (deployed) 1.532 1.241 1.006 1.226 0.933 1.190 0.924 1.150
EBW-Aware (undeployed) 1.029 1.040 1.004 1.045 0.914 1.003 0.915 0.993

HotSpot 5691 ms 1672 ms 9961 ms 3667 ms 5644 ms 1372 ms 2846 ms
EBW-Unaware (initial) 1.227 1.438 1.014 1.292 1.081 1.033 1.256 1.192
EBW-Unaware (deployed) 1.235 1.472 1.010 1.320 1.118 1.129 1.282 1.223
EBW-Unaware (undeployed) 1.233 1.470 1.019 1.307 1.090 1.098 1.274 1.213
AspectWerkz (initial) 1.384 1.805 1.125 – 1.034 6.854 1.059 2.210
AspectWerkz (deployed) 1.544 1.869 1.124 – 1.094 7.855 1.145 2.272
AspectWerkz (undeployed) 1.052 1.714 1.125 – 1.044 3.453 1.124 1.585
JAsCo (initial) 1.001 1.003 1.016 1.046 0.998 1.019 1.036 1.017
JAsCo (deployed) 1.278 1.231 1.011 1.293 1.103 4.360 1.124 1.628

Jikes 2.3.1 5261 ms 1850 ms 7938 ms 4798 ms 5014 ms 3347 ms 3327 ms
Steamloom (initial) 1.007 1.076 1.003 1.167 1.203 1.131 1.012 1.086
Steamloom (deployed) 1.235 1.256 1.145 1.221 1.140 1.954 1.032 1.283
Steamloom (undeployed) 1.144 1.277 1.180 1.240 1.434 1.972 1.089 1.334

Table 2. Steady-state performance for the SPEC JVM98 benchmarks.

compress jess db javac mpegaudio mtrt jack avg

Jikes 2.4.1 7488 ms 3365 ms 9549 ms 7342 ms 7259 ms 7074 ms 4847 ms
EBW-Aware 1.058 1.067 0.991 1.033 1.079 1.134 1.029 1.056

HotSpot 5689 ms 2006 ms 10036 ms 4740 ms 5917 ms 1536 ms 3252 ms
EBW-Unaware 1.237 1.536 1.031 1.476 1.117 1.268 1.350 1.288
AspectWerkz 1.524 5.329 1.152 – 1.333 7.953 1.661 3.159
JAsCo 1.031 1.605 1.012 1.343 1.074 1.195 1.212 1.210

Jikes 2.3.1 6547 ms 3378 ms 8554 ms 7217 ms 6756 ms 6197 ms 4103 ms
Steamloom 1.052 1.089 0.998 1.119 1.121 1.140 1.101 1.089

Table 3. Startup performance for the SPEC JVM98 benchmarks.

compress jess db javac mpegaudio mtrt jack avg

EBW-Aware (startup-deploy) 1.191 1.492 1.034 1.689 1.242 2.734 1.221 1.515
EBW-Aware (startup-undeployment) 1.746 1.552 1.001 1.548 1.173 2.608 1.322 1.564

EBW-Unaware (startup-deploy) 1.011 1.259 1.000 1.359 1.043 1.160 1.125 1.137
EBW-Unaware (startup-undeployment) 1.018 1.304 1.012 1.447 1.081 1.143 1.191 1.171

AspectWerkz (startup-deploy) 1.051 6.514 1.015 – 1.160 1.403 1.526 2.111
AspectWerkz (startup-undeployment) 1.085 8.180 1.013 – 1.163 1.875 1.535 2.475

JAsCo (startup-deploy) 1.049 2.676 1.029 2.627 1.237 1.294 1.624 1.648

Steamloom (startup-deploy) 1.197 1.985 1.006 2.273 1.389 1.533 1.052 1.491
Steamloom (startup-undeployment) 1.222 1.465 0.975 1.437 1.099 1.518 1.006 1.246

Table 4. Startup performance after deployment undeployment of the benchmark aspect.
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No Invalidation OSR Guards Startup Baseline
Mech, Steady Steady Steady Steady
(%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

compress 0.0 0.0 -0.1 15.2 122.4
jess 0.7 2.1 3.5 3.3 15.5
db -4.8 -4.8 -4.8 2.7 8.4
javac 3.7 4.2 5.3 18.3 17.8
mpegaudio -0.6 -0.2 6.9 13.3 32.7
mtrt -0.6 -0.1 -1.4 11.3 57.7
jack 1.8 3.0 1.7 8.4 8.1
average 0.0 0.6 1.6 10.5 37.5

Table 5. Percent overhead of using eager envelopes in Jikes RVM. (1.0 is 1%)

performance penalty of envelopes and to efficiently invalidate opti-
mized code after dynamic aspect deployment.

The integration of envelopes into the VM represents an im-
portant conceptual contribution to the state-of-the-art of process-
ing aspect-oriented languages. So far, only program elements that
are identified by the static or dynamic weaver as join point shad-
ows have the potential to yield join points. With VM integrated en-
velopes, any expression in the program that yields execution events
included in the join point model can potentially turn into a join
point at runtime, similar to the notion that all Java or Smalltalk
methods are per-default virtual. With an execution environment
where dynamic aspect deployment works almost instantly, as in the
presented approach, using this new kind of flexibility will become
more feasible and natural.

Making the virtual machine envelope-aware is also benefi-
cial for aspect-oriented approaches employing static compilation.
When a mapping between envelopes and their enveloped members
is created by the compiler and passed to the virtual machine, pos-
sibly included in the bytecode, the optimizations presented in this
paper can also be applied to envelopes generated before the run-
time. In this way, the benefits of improved weaving performance
can be combined with unaffected runtime performance.

There are several areas for future work. First, access to the
active object from the join point’s context in the advice will be
supported. In fact, we have a partial implementation, where we
adopt an optimization from Jikes RVM’s JIT compiler to provide
meta data for accessing this in each compiled method.

The second area of future work is to provide more sophisticated
concepts of aspect-oriented programming. For example, in the cur-
rent implementation of envelope-based weaving, only method calls
and field accesses are supported as join points. AspectJ supports
additional kinds of join points, e.g., exception handlers. We will
evaluate how the presented mechanisms can be extended to support
other join point models.

Further, some AOP approaches also define concepts such as
thread-local or object-local dynamic aspect deployment [7, 23, 14,
49, 48, 41, 39, 40]. We will investigate how the VM techniques
presented in this paper and others can be be exploited to support
such advanced concepts.
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